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The Prime Machine HD Guide 
I want to … revise my thesis 

If you are a final year undergraduate working on your dissertation or a postgraduate 
student writing up your thesis, you will probably have been working with the text of your 
project over many weeks or months.  Good academic writing involves reviewing, editing and 
revising your thesis in order to correct typos and language errors; to improve clarity and 
fluency; and to make the progression of your ideas sharp and well-organized.  While there 
are tools to help you notice issues with grammar and nothing can replace the time you 
should spend reading through from start to finish, working with a corpus of your own writing 
and the texts of your sources can help you notice expressions to be retuned or reworded 
which you may otherwise overlook.  This guide will explain the steps you can take to build a 
DIY corpus of your own thesis chapters in The Prime Machine HD corpus tool and then 
explore this corpus with reference to a corpus of your sources or a readymade corpus of 
academic English from the server.  You won’t edit your thesis using tPM.  But you can 
search through your text in different ways to help you think about what you could revise. 
 
Steps to complete: 

1. Before you start – make a backup of your work!  Yes.  Now! 
2. Import the chapters of your thesis (ideally chapter by chapter or as a complete text). 
3. Import the articles you read and cited in your thesis. 
4. Use the corpus tools to explore different aspects of your own writing. 

 
This approach can help you: 

1. Explore your own writing in a less linear way; seeing the links you’ve made between 
paragraphs and chapters through repetition of words and phrases. 

2. Find examples of signposting language and the words you’ve used to structure your 
text, and then compare these strategies with those of published academic writers. 

3. Check the language you have used around key terminology to see whether your use 
of verbs and noun phrases match your sources. 

4. Explore your reporting verbs, to ensure you have successfully communicated your 
attitude and stance as you introduce the ideas and research of others. 

 
What you’ll need to get started: 

• The Prime Machine HD for Windows, macOS, iPad, iPhone or Android (available free 
from https://www.theprimemachine.net/ ) 

• Your dissertation as plain text, RTF, Word or PDF. 
• Your sources as plain text, RTF, Word or PDF. 
• Patience, enthusiasm and an open mind! 

 
Looking at your dissertation through linguistic spectacles 
You don’t need to be a student of linguistics to be able to analyse the patterns of use of 
language (but of course if you’ve studied linguistics you can draw on your linguistic 
knowledge).  When you submit your dissertation, you are essentially showing to your 
professors, the institution and the world that you are becoming a member of an academic 
community – a community which communicates using academic conventions and through 
academic language.  The way you structure your thesis demonstrates knowledge of the 
structure of academic writing.  The way you introduce ideas in your literature review not 
only demonstrates your knowledge of the research of others, but also reveals your attitudes 
and confidence in their work.  Your use of specialist terminology reveals your experience 
reading and hearing these words and phrases as they are applied in your specialist 
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discipline.  Just as we can say you are what you eat, we can say the wording of your thesis 
reveals your specialist academic knowledge – your knowledge is what you write. 
 
Are you ready to become a language detective? 
To make the most of the approach described here, you will need to try to think about your 
thesis and the texts that you have read as a detective might look at clues.  As well as being 
an amazing expert in detection, Sherlock Holmes is also remembered in the stories as being 
an expert in disguise.   

• As a detective, can you look at a hundred examples of a word or phrase and pick out 
some of the patterns which occur? 

• As a detective, can you look at the context and co-text of examples from a corpus to 
see deeper meanings and typical uses of words? 

• As an expert in disguise, can you dress-up your own writing, so as to blend into the 
norms and expectations of expert language users? 

 
Getting started 
The best place to get The Prime Machine HD (tPM) is from an official store.  It is free! 

 

  
 

 

 

 
  

 
 

Windows and Android users can also download the App directly from the website: 
https://www.theprimemachine.net  
 
When you first use tPM, you almost 
certainly will want to connect to the 
server to access pre-prepared corpora 
and resources.  There are two main 
views for the search screen – Simple 
Mode and Full Mode.  The Full Mode 
includes additional tabs and features for 
corpus research and DIY corpus work.  In 
this guide, you will need to use Full Mode.   
 
Simple Mode 

 
Full Mode 

 

The main 
‘hamburger’ or 蒸笼
menu in the top-
right corner allows 
you to connect and 
change mode. 
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Step 1: Building a DIY corpus of the chapters of 
your thesis 
Before you start importing the chapters of your thesis, 
you should think about whether splitting the long file 
into chapters would be helpful, and then think about 
the filenames and the order of the files.   
 
If you load your whole thesis as a single text, you will 
still be able to complete most of the analyses in Step 
3, but you won’t be able to explore the chapters 
separately.  If you do have separate files for each 
chapter, make sure the filenames are neat and 
consistent.  For example, rename the files “Chapter 1 
Introduction”, “Chapter 2 Literature Review”, etc. 
 
If you are using iPad, iPhone or Android, use your 
device’s file manager to make a zip file of all the 
chapters first.  On desktop platforms, you can load 
multiple files in one operation. 
 
Screenshots of the procedure on all platforms are on 
pages 4-7.  Remember to SAVE THE DIY CORPUS. 
 
Step 2: Building a second DIY corpus of your 
sources 
The process for building a second DIY corpus 
containing as many of your sources as possible is 
precisely the same.  Before you import the files, 
change the filenames so they will show meaningful 
information when you look at the results later.  For 
example, if you rename the file using the author’s 
name and year of publication, you will be able to 
recognise each hit much more easily when you do 
searches. 
 
You can also group texts into categories for your DIY corpus.  These will be displayed when 
you look at the concordance cards (see page 11).  Categories can be loaded automatically if 
you put texts into subfolders and give the subfolder a meaningful name.  For example, you 
could use subfolder names such as “Theoretical framework” or “Early studies”.  These will 
also be displayed when you look at the concordance cards, but otherwise you can just use a 
single name for your whole corpus. 
 
Remember to save time by loading all the sources in one operation.  Adding one text to an 
existing corpus will be slower than loading all the texts together, as tPM will need to re-
index all the words and combinations of words.  On Windows/macOS you can load multiple 
files by selecting them all together and dragging them into the drop-zone, selecting multiple 
files from the open file dialog, using the button to open all the files in a single folder, or by 
zipping the files first.  On iPad, iPhone and Android, the only way to open multiple files in 
one operation is to zip them first and then use “share” or “open with” to import the zip into 
tPM. 
 
When you have built your DIY corpus of your sources, save it on your device. 

File formats 
You can import text from a 
variety of file formats: PDF, 
DOCX, DOC, RTF, TXT, PPTX, 
PPT and EPUB.   
 
However, some PDF files may 
not be compatible because they 
contain scanned images of text 
or have other restrictions. 
 
Your aim should be to load a 
good selection of texts from 
your sources; you don’t need to 
include everything. 
 
If there is a source you really 
want to include, but it doesn’t 
load properly in tPM, you can 
consider using the free desktop 
app tPMCrafty (also available 
from The Prime Machine 
website) or use other tools to 
convert your PDF to plain text 
first. 
 
 
tPMCrafty can help add spaces 
to the ends of lines, alter the 
spacing between paragraphs 
and split a text into smaller 
files. 
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MacOS  

 
When the App starts, the DIY button takes you 
directly to the DIY Tools – Import Text tab. 
 

 
Most default settings will work well.  Alter the 
file encoding or paragraph settings if working 
with plain text files and you get unexpected 
results. 

 
 

 
Wait patiently while the text is extracted, the 
sentences and paragraphs are organised and 
the words and combinations of words are 
indexed. 

 
 

 
Drag and drop the files into the drop zone; or 
use the “Create new corpus…” button to select 
one or more files inside a folder; or choose 
“Create from folder…” to import an entire folder 
of files. 
 
 
 

 
When it is finished, you will see the size in 
words and types. 

 
Switch to the Corpus Files Tab and rename the corpus.  Then save it using the “Save as…” button. 
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Windows 

 
When the App starts, the DIY button takes you 
directly to the DIY Tools – Import Text tab. 
 

 
Most default settings will work well.  Alter the 
file encoding or paragraph settings if working 
with plain text files and you get unexpected 
results. 

 
 

 
Wait patiently while the text is extracted, the 
sentences and paragraphs are organised and 
the words and combinations of words are 
indexed. 

 
 

 
Drag and drop the files into the drop zone; or 
use the “Create new corpus…” button to select 
one or more files inside a folder; or choose 
“Create from folder…” to import an entire folder 
of files. 
 
 
 

 
When it is finished, you will see the size in 
words and types. 

 
Switch to the Corpus Files Tab and rename the corpus.  Then save it using the “Save as…” button. 
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iPad / iPhone 

 
Use the “Files” App to find the zip file (or 
single document) you want to import into 
tPM.  Long tap on it and then choose “Share”. 
 

 
Most default settings will work well.  Alter the 
file encoding or paragraph settings if working 
with plain text files and you get unexpected 
results. 

 
 

 
Wait patiently while the text is extracted, the 
sentences and paragraphs are organised and 
the words and combinations of words are 
indexed. 

On mobile platforms, tPM only has 
access to your files when you share 
them from another app.   
 

 
Find tPM on the list of apps and tap on it. 
 
 
 

 
When it is finished, you will see the size in words 
and types. 

 
Switch to the Corpus Files Tab and rename the corpus.  Then save it using the “Save DIY Corpus” 

button.  It will use the corpus name as a filename. 
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Android 

 
 

Use the “Files” App to find the 
zip file (or single document) 
you want to import into tPM. 
Long tap on it and then 
choose “More” and “Open in 
app” 
 

 
On mobile platforms, tPM 
only has access to your 
files when you share 
them from another app. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Find tPM on the list of apps and 
tap on it. 
 

 
 
Most default settings will work 
well.  Alter the file encoding or 
paragraph settings if working 
with plain text files and you 
get unexpected results. 
 

 
When it is finished, you will see 
the size in words and types. 

 
Switch to the Corpus Files Tab 
and rename the corpus.  Then 
save it using the “Save DIY 
Corpus” button.  It will use the 
corpus name as a filename. 

 
 
 

Wait patiently while the text is 
extracted, the sentences and 
paragraphs are organised and 
the words and combinations 
of words are indexed. 
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Step 3: Analysing your writing 
Now you have your thesis and your sources loaded as DIY corpora, you can explore your 
texts using data driven methods as well as specific searches.  The data driven methods (3.1 
– 3.3) use repetitions or combinations of words to compare your thesis with a reference 
corpus (your sources or a readymade corpus like the BNC: Academic).  These data driven 
methods may help you notice things you may not notice otherwise.  Specific searches (3.4 - 
3.6) use a list of words or a built-in procedure to help you explore aspects we can predict 
could be important.  You could get the same information using other tools or manually 
counting, but the corpus tool makes it smooth and easy. 
 
3.1 Finding the core terminology (keywords and key keywords) 
 
What does it do? 
The keyword method goes through your corpus, counting the frequencies of each different 
word.  It then compares these frequencies with a reference corpus.  The words which are 
important in a text (or collection of texts) are likely to be repeated many times.  But some 
words are generally more common than others – consider the number of times we use the 
word of every day, compared to the number of times we might use someone’s name or a 
less common word like university.  In texts about a university course or research on a 
university, we would expect the word university to occur many more times than it would do 
normally.  So basically, the keyword procedure uses the list of words in your thesis and 
compares each word’s frequency to the frequency in the reference corpus.  Then it performs 
a statistical test to help move the most surprising or notable differences in frequency to the 
top. 
 
The key keywords procedure is the same kind of process, but it operates text by text and 
then gives an overall summary of words which occur in at least two keyword lists in your 
corpus.  If you have loaded your thesis as separate chapters, you can use this function to 
see which words are prominent in two or more chapters.  If you only have one file in your 
DIY corpus, you cannot use this function.  
 
Essentially, the reference corpus becomes a baseline for the expected frequencies of English 
words.  Words used more often than would be expected (based on this baseline) become 
keywords for your thesis.  These keywords are a different kind of key words researchers 
choose for themselves when they list them under an abstract (but there may be some 
overlaps). 
 
How do I do it? 
The first thing to decide is whether you want to generate keywords comparing your thesis 
with your sources or with a general academic corpus.  There are benefits to doing both, so 
you can repeat the process and you will get slightly different results.    If you want to have 
the option to get keywords from a readymade corpus, you need to connect to the tPM 
server first.  Do this using the ‘hamburger’ or 蒸笼 menu (see page 2). 
If you want to use your DIY corpus of your sources as the reference corpus, you need to 
have loaded your thesis as the Main DIY corpus 
and the sources as the DIY reference corpus.  
You can save and load DIY corpora from the 
Corpus Files tab. 
 
If you are connected to the server and have a 
DIY reference corpus loaded, you’ll be asked 
which one you want to use. 
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To get keywords or key keywords, all you need to do is go to the Wordlist Tools menu 
(under DIY Tools) and click or tap the button.  If you are using a readymade corpus as a 
reference corpus, the app will send the list of words and their frequencies from your thesis 
and compare them on the server.  None of your data is stored on the server.   
 
If you are using a second DIY corpus as a reference corpus, the app does not need to 
access the server for these functions. 
  

When the results are ready, you will see a 
table of words and other statistics. 
 
Just like with all tables of data in tPM, 
you can copy, save or share the results as 
an image, a spreadsheet file or a PDF 
document. 
 
Simply double-click, right-click or long tap 
to bring up the menu. 
 
On Windows and macOS, you can copy or 
save. 
 
On mobile platforms, you can share the 
pictures, spreadsheets or PDFs to other 
apps.   
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What does it mean? 
Although we may be told by our English teachers not to repeat words in our essays, for an 
extended text like a thesis, it is expected that your core terminology will be repeated again 
and again.  Words which don’t occur in the reference corpus will have a sun symbol.  Others 
will show an arrow and a number to indicate the magnitude of difference.  In most cases, 
you will just want to note down some of the keywords and use them to explore the patterns 
of usage in your own writing, compared to the sources or a readymade corpus. 
 

1. Look out for spelling mistakes.  If you’ve misspelled a word more than once it will 
probably show up here! 

2. Take a few words of core terminology from your list and use them for concordance 
line searches to explore the patterns of use (see below). 

3. Look out for signposting words in the keyword list – and look at them even more 
seriously if they are key keywords!  Normally, we don’t repeat signposting words 
very often in a single text, and because you’ve used another corpus as a baseline, 
only if you have used words like however or nevertheless or moreover many many 
times would they appear as keywords.   

4. Don’t be surprised to see some of the names of the main influences on your research 
appear as keywords.  But it might be interesting to see if you’ve repeated someone’s 
name many times when really their research is more tangential.  This is probably 
something to discuss with a supervisor, rather than simply edit out for language 
reasons. 

 
What should I do with keywords and key keywords?  
 
Copy some of the core terminology and paste (or type) into the search box on the Wordlist 
Tools tab.  Then click or tap the search button to only look inside your thesis or the compare 
button the display hits in your thesis on the left with a reference corpus on the right. 
 

 
 
 
From this screen you can look up individual words and strings of words (with no other words 
between).  You can do more complicated searches on the Multiple Searches tab (see pages  
24 and 28). 
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There are many things you can do when you look at concordance lines. 
 
The default sorting method in tPM is using Collocations.  This means the hits will appear in a 
different order from the order in your thesis.  You’ll see the lines with the strongest 
collocations at the top. 
 
You can change the sorting method to explore the results in different ways.  For example, 
Text Order will present your results in the order as they appear in your thesis (just like the 
order if you use the “Search” function in your word processor. 
 
As you select a line, you will see the concordance card with the wider context in a white box 
to the right. 
 
  
  The top of the card shows 

strong collocations for 
your word (in your 

corpus) 

The body of the 
concordance card shows a 
sentence before and after 
the line containing the hit. 

The bold heading will be 
the DIY corpus name or 
the category from the 

folder name. 

This shows the filename 
from your DIY corpus. 
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You can look to see if the combinations of words you have used are similar or different from 
your sources.  You can also see how these words are used in a more general corpus. 
 
Concordance lines and cards can be copied, saved or shared.  Double-click, right click or 
long tap on the lines or the cards to open the menu.  
 
Take some of the words from your core terminology and ask yourself: 

• Are the verbs I have used with nouns similar to those in the reference corpus? 
• Have I used noun phrases for the core terminology using the same combinations of 

nouns, adjectives and other elements?  
• Can I spot any grammatical patterns which seem to be different for the word in my 

corpus, compared to the reference corpus? 
 
3.2 Finding repeated chunks (clusters or n-grams) 
 
What does it do? 
Another way of looking at the text of your thesis is to use the corpus tool to find repeated 
strings of words.  In corpus linguistics and computer science these are known as clusters or 
n-grams.  In tPM, the Clusters tab under DIY Tools allows you to extract lists of strings of 
words of between 3 and 8 words in length.  These clusters will be continuous chunks in the 
text with no words in-between.  Sentence by sentence, strings of words will be generated, 
starting with the first word and moving along 8 words, then starting with the second word 
and moving along 8 words, and so on.  My own thesis contains this sentence in Chapter 5: 

• This shows the proportion of concordance lines where the word is in the Theme or 
Rheme of the sentence.  

 The computer will generate 12 strings of 8 words from this single sentence as follows: 
 
This è This shows the proportion of concordance lines where the word is in 

the Theme or Rheme of the sentence. 
shows è This shows the proportion of concordance lines where the word is in 

the Theme or Rheme of the sentence. 
the è This shows the proportion of concordance lines where the word is in 

the Theme or Rheme of the sentence. 
proportion è  This shows the proportion of concordance lines where the word is in 

the Theme or Rheme of the sentence. 
of è This shows the proportion of concordance lines where the word is in 

the Theme or Rheme of the sentence. 
concordance è This shows the proportion of concordance lines where the word is in 

the Theme or Rheme of the sentence. 
lines è This shows the proportion of concordance lines where the word is in 

the Theme or Rheme of the sentence. 
where è This shows the proportion of concordance lines where the word is in 

the Theme or Rheme of the sentence. 
the è This shows the proportion of concordance lines where the word is in 

the Theme or Rheme of the sentence. 
word è This shows the proportion of concordance lines where the word is in 

the Theme or Rheme of the sentence. 
is è This shows the proportion of concordance lines where the word is in 

the Theme or Rheme of the sentence. 
in è This shows the proportion of concordance lines where the word is in 

the Theme or Rheme of the sentence. 
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The shorter clusters will overlap with the longer ones.   For example, the 8 word cluster 
“shows the proportion of concordance lines where the” will contain 5 word clusters such as 
“shows the proportion of concordance”, and “the proportion of concordance lines”. 
 
How do I do it? 
When looking at other kinds of text, it is often useful to only count clusters with a minimum 
frequency of 5.  But in a thesis it is probably a good idea to change this minimum frequency 
to 2 – that means if you’ve used the same string of words anywhere in your thesis it will 
show up on the list.  If you are just looking for very long strings of repeated words, you can 
just choose 7 word clusters and/or 8 word clusters.  To explore some other common ways 
you introduce ideas, choose shorter clusters (between 3 and 5 words), and consider 
increasing the minimum frequency (perhaps between 3 and 5). 
 

 
 
If you want to explore strings of words used in academic language more generally, you can 
also use the Match Online Corpus button.  This will send your thesis to the server cluster by 
cluster and try to find matches in the readymade corpus.  That way, you can get a sense of 
which strings of words are common in general academic writing and which strings of words 
are more specialized. 
 
Note: Using “Match Online Corpus” means chunks of your thesis will be 
transmitted over the internet.  Efforts are made to make this secure, but you 
should be mindful of the risks of transmitting these kinds of data. 
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What does it mean? 
Many of the clusters will be noun phrases of important concepts or perhaps formulaic 
language you need in captions for figures and tables.  Having repeated strings of words is 
not a problem in itself (unless like a couple of my own students you have moved a section of 
your thesis and forgotten to delete it from the original location!). 
 
If you have loaded your thesis with each chapter in a separate file, the “texts” column tells 
you the number of chapters in which each cluster appears. 
 
Looking at line 3 in the table below, we can see I seem to have a favourite expression for 
introducing chapters.  The cluster “the purpose of this chapter is to introduce” occurs 3 
times in a total of 3 chapters; three different chapters have this same formulaic introduction.  
This isn’t a problem in itself (nobody noticed this in my own thesis!).  But these signposting 
phrases are another aspect you can focus on when exploring the clusters from your thesis.  
 

 
 
Like all the other data tables in tPM, you can export the results as a spreadsheet if you wish.  
Then you could classify the clusters according to their role or function.  For example, in the 
table of 5 word clusters below, I could categorise formulaic language for introducing 
examples (1, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17 and 19), drawing attention (3, 13, 18, 22 and 
24), and some important influences or topics (2, 12, 14 and 23). 
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What should I do with clusters?  
You can find out more about how you have used clusters and also explore these clusters in 
a reference corpus.  For DIY corpora, on the Wordlist Tools tab, you can only search for 
clusters of up to 5 words.   
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You could look at concordance lines from your own thesis and compare them with 
concordance lines from a readymade corpus or your DIY corpus of sources. 
 
In the image above, we can see in my own thesis lines 4 and 5 have the filenames of the 
images (IMAGE 18.PNG & IMAGE 10.PNG).  This shows that in two cases, I have begun a 
paragraph below a figure with the words “It is worth noting”.  We can also see that I have a 
tendency to use “it is worth noting” to introduce constraints or limitations (lines 2, 7 and 
12). 
 
 
3.3 Finding word combinations which blend in or stand out (collocation 
highlighting) 
What does it do? 
Collocations are the conventional way of expressing ideas – the relationships between words 
which make combinations sound natural.  They are sometimes called “word partnerships” in 
dictionaries and English language textbooks.  When members of a community want to 
express an idea, they tend to use the combinations of words that have been used before; 
where there is a choice of verbs with similar meanings, only one verb seems the natural 
choice; where there could be several adjectives with a similar meaning, only one seems to 
fit a specific situation.  Collocation strength can be calculated by comparing the frequency of 
a specific combination against the frequencies of each component separately.  A computer 
can give a sentence a collocation score by checking each combination of words against a 
reference corpus.  Essentially, when you use this function, tPM will send pairs of words 
which are one, two, three and four words apart and check these in the readymade corpus.  
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Several different collocation scores are then combined to generate a colour-code for the 
words in the sentence.  Words which form strong collocations with their neighbours will tend 
towards being shaded green, while words which stand apart from their neighbours will tend 
towards grey. 
 
How do I do it? 
There are two ways to use the collocation highlighting tool in tPM: using the search box on 
the Break Down tab or by sending an entire text from the DIY corpus using a button on the 
Corpus Files tab under DIY Tools.  With either option, the first thing to consider is what you 
want to use as the reference corpus.  If your thesis is in an academic discipline which 
matches one of the specialist Hindawi corpora, you may wish to select that.  Otherwise, the 
BNC: Academic can be a good source for academic collocations.  And the British National 
Corpus (complete) could be good if you want to match general English. 
 

 
 
On the Break Down tab, type or paste the sentence into the search box and click the MI & 
LL button.  The combinations of words will be sent to the server and the results will appear 
as shown below. 
 

 
 
As well as viewing the results and noting down some combinations to explore later, the 
numbers in the columns for MI, DeltaP and LL have links, so you can see all the matching 
collocations and their scores. 
 
In the table below, the LL score of 50 has been clicked, revealing a table of Log-likelihood 
collocations found in the BNC: Academic corpus which match combinations of words in our 
sentence. 
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The other way to get these scores is using one entire text from the DIY corpus.  When you 
are working with chapters of a thesis as a DIY corpus, you probably don’t want to send 
entire chapters to the server, so you could make a new smaller DIY corpus of just on 
paragraph.  The “Paste from Clipboard” function is a quick way to make a small DIY corpus.  
You can set the name of the corpus before you paste text using the box above the button.  
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To generate collocation highlighting results for a DIY corpus text, go to the Corpus Files tab 
under DIY Tools and find the “Highlight MWUs” button under Selected Text.   
 
If you do want to send an entire text from a DIY corpus, you can navigate the texts on this 
tab by using the left and right arrows.  
 

 
 
When you click the button, combinations of words will be sent to the server. 
 
 
Note: Using “Highlight MWUs” means chunks of your thesis will be transmitted 
over the internet.  Efforts are made to make this secure, but you should be 
mindful of the risks of transmitting these kinds of data. 
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The results break the text into sentences and each sentence has a set of collocation scores.  
Unlike the Break Down tab, the full stop at the end of each sentence is also included in the 
scores (so we get slightly different results for the first sentence). 
 
What does it mean? 
When you are writing a dissertation, you will be making new connections between ideas and 
generating new knowledge.  This means you will need to use words in new combinations – 
having some grey words in the results is a good thing!  But your dissertation also needs to 
build on the ideas of others (properly cited and referenced of course).  And because it is 
academic writing, you will need to express ideas using combinations of words common in 
academic texts.  And because it is written in English, you will need to follow some of the 
conventions of combining words as used in the language more generally.  The trick is to try 
to make sure the grey words are for the ideas you want to stand out, and for the most part 
everything else blends into green or light yellow.  Experts reading your work will be struck 
by the less usual combinations of words, and the more conventional combinations will help 
carry the message along. 
 
What should I do with the highlighted combinations? 
If we look at line 5 in the results above, we can see that the word focussed is in grey.  This 
is actually because I have a preference for the less usual spelling of this word.  It is correct, 
but focused with one s seems more common in the BNC: Academic.  I can test this theory 
by changing the spelling and regenerating the results: 
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But in your work, you may be able to find some grey words that intrigue you – some 
combinations you thought were quite common and wouldn’t need any attention have been 
coloured grey by this process.  
 
Try to spot some of these and break down the phrases into different combinations, trying to 
see whether there are synonyms or other wordings which will make your expressions seem 
more natural.  Don’t take away everything that is creative.  But if an expression is grey and 
it is describing a common idea, you probably should try to change it. 
 
You can take pairs of words or look up words one by one.  Or you can use the Break Down 
tab to help you select different patterns of words for comparison. 
 
For this approach, you are looking at combinations of words up to four words apart.  The 
computer doesn’t know what you are trying to express, so it won’t be able to solve any 
problems for you.  You will need to think creatively about different synonyms you could try 
or different ways you could express the ideas. 
 
Let’s take an invented example and see how the software can help, and what we need to do 
for ourselves. 
 

 
 
On the Break Down tab, we can click the hamburger or 蒸笼 button inside the search box 
and it will split the sentence into words, allowing us to look at combinations of up to five 
words starting at the currently selected item.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

If you click the + button, 
suggestions may appear. 

You could check 
concordance lines if you 
couldn’t guess “On the 
other hand” is better. 

The first column shows 
the frequencies of each 
word in the sentence. 

The second column shows 
combinations of words to the 

right of the selected word. 
If the combination is stored as a 

LL collocation it shows the 
number of hits. 
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Looking at individual words and thinking of possible synonyms is also a good idea.  We 
could explore the typical uses of critical vs. important, for example. 
 
Once you have tried different combinations, you can see what the collocation score for the 
revised sentence would be. 
 

 
 
(Although the noun means does have meaning similar to methods in some contexts, 
perhaps the reason it seems strange in combination with statistical is because in statistics 
we also have another meaning of means – the averages of the data.  Similarly, critical is 
probably a bad choice because it also has a special meaning in statistics – critical values.) 

Choosing another word 
will show combinations 
with words to its right 

These two words don’t 
appear adjacent in this 

corpus, but they are 
nearby. 

Perhaps statistical 
techniques would be 

better? 

We can also use the 
Simple Search tab to get 

suggestions 

Perhaps statistical 
methods would be even 

better? 
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3.4 Reporting verbs (multiple concordance line searches)  
What can I do? 
In academic writing, we use a variety of verbs to introduce ideas from the sources we have 
used.  These reporting verbs can communicate important information to the reader about 
your stance and the stance of the original writer.  Your stance includes your attitude 
towards the piece of information you are reporting as well as the strength of your 
confidence or its applicability.  Searching your own thesis for reporting verbs and looking at 
the reporting verbs in your sources can help you see whether you have used reporting verbs 
to effectively communicate these things.  
 
How do I do it? 
You could take each reporting verb and explore them one by one using the Wordlist Tools 
search box.  But tPM also has a way of combining the results of several words and/or 
phrases using the Multiple Searches tab.   
 
Make sure your use the Multiple Searches tab on the DIY Tools menu, rather than the tab 
under Research Tools! 
 
Copy or type into the Node word(s) search box a list of reporting verbs.  Remember to 
include different verb forms (present tense, past tense, etc.).   
 
argues states claims suggests mentions reports finds explains argued stated 
claimed suggested mentioned reported found explained 
 
To get a quick overview, you can use the Get Frequencies button.   
 
Click the Get Lines button if you only want to search inside your thesis; click the Compare 
button to show results for the reference corpus too.  See page 8 for information about using 
a readymade reference corpus or a second DIY corpus (e.g. of your sources). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

If you only enter one 
word, the plus button 

here will retrieve different 
word forms for the word, 

using matches in the 
readymade corpus 

On this tab, put 
spaces between 
words for a OR 

search. 

You can try to 
use wildcard 
searches like 

argu* but 
sometimes this 
finds too many 

matches. 
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For searches using more than one word, there are two approaches.  If you wanted to 
include results for according to in these results, it would mean there would be a mixture of 
single words and multiple words in the query, so the best option is “use _ phrases”, where 
you simply put the _ between the words with no spaces.   
 
argues states claim according_to  
 
The alternative approach is to keep “use _ phrases” unticked and to use the Co-text boxes.  
Start with the top Node(s) box and work downwards one box at a time to represent each 
slot.  For example, according to would have according in the top Node(s) box and to in the 
first Co-text box.  If you wanted to look for this study showed and combine it with this 
research showed and this experiment showed, you would enter this in the Node(s) box, 
study research experiment (separated by spaces) first Co-text box and showed in the 
second Co-text box.   
 
If you do not want to find hits where there are additional words in-between, you need to 
tick the “no gaps” option.  If you want to include results where words are in different orders, 
you can untick the “ordered list” option. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you use a readymade corpus for the search, it is possible that the Node(s) slot contains a 
very high frequency item such as this or the.  It is much more efficient for the server to use 
a lower frequency word as the node because it will find all the hits of the node first and then 
filter out results which do not match the pattern.  The Optimize Node button will light up 
and you can click it to adjust which search box is used as the node.  Or you can ignore it 
and just click Compare a second time… but this could mean a delay in getting the results. 

Enter strings of words 
vertically, putting 

options for each slot in a 
different box. 

These settings control 
whether the words must 

follow the same order 
and whether additional 
words in-between are 

allowed. 

For readymade corpus searches, the slot 
containing the fewest hits will be the easier for 
the server to use as the node.  If this button is 

enabled when you click Compare, you can 
automatically select the optimal node. 
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What does it mean? 
It is not surprising to find that you use a small set of 
reporting verbs.  In my own thesis, we can see I’ve used 
explained, reported and found rather more often than 
argued or suggested.  This matches my reasons for using 
different sources – I wanted to take ideas from sources 
about what was important, what should be considered and 
the results of previous studies to help inform my own design.  
However, a frequency table like the one below does help you 
spot any rarer choices which could stand out because the 
choice is different.   
 
 
 
 
Looking at concordance lines can also help you look at different choices and the 
corresponding authors - look to the left for authors and to the right for patterns of usage.  It 
also shows that many of my explained hits are actually referring to other parts of my own 
thesis, rather than introducing the research of others.  For argues it is worth looking several 
words to the right to see whether different modal verbs match the original author’s and/or 
your own stance.  The concordance card is sometimes needed to look so far after the node.  
The red lines in the figure below have been added manually for demonstration purposes. 
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As noted earlier, some of the hits for these reporting verbs in my thesis were not reporting 
cited literature, but were referring to other parts of my thesis.  If you want to look more 
closely at only the hits where they are really reporting verbs with citations, you can use the 
filter menu.  You could select lines manually by clicking “Show checkboxes” and going 
through line by line.  Or you could try using the “Search inside…” function. 
 

 
 

            
 
 

If you check each line 
manually, the results 

will be more accurate. 

If you used an Author-
Date referencing system 

like APA or Harvard 
most of the hits we 

want will have a closing 
bracket to the left. 
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After selecting the lines using one of the methods, go back to the Filter menu and choose 
Filter A.  The results will now only contain the ones matching our criteria.  As before, the red 
lines here have been added manually to demonstrate where you could be looking as you 
explore patterns of use and modality. 
 

 
 
What should I do with the results? 
Using a variety of reporting verbs merely for the sake of using a variety is not going to help 
make your ideas and your understanding clear.  So don’t try to replace reporting verbs 
unless you are sure their subtle difference in meaning matches your context. 
 
Looking at the reporting verbs in a reference corpus can also help you see how published 
writers refer to research.  You can read examples from the reference corpus to see: 

• Are there patterns of grammar words to consider, and do these relate to meaning? 
• Are there any theories or claims or results which need stronger or weaker signals? 
• Do the subtle meanings of the reporting verbs match your intentions? 
• Have you used past tense and present tense effectively? 

 
Before changing your reporting verbs or trying out new ones, check the patterns of use in a 
reference corpus to make sure you understand how to use them and what they mean. 
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3.5 Tenses and modality (multiple concordance line searches) 
What can I do? 
One important aspect of your thesis is the way in which you signpost the reader, introducing 
what will be coming up in the next section and what has been accomplished in the previous 
section.  Using tPM, you can search through your thesis for auxiliary verbs like will and has 
or metalanguage through words like thesis, chapter and section.  You can check you haven’t 
kept any signals of future intentions from an earlier draft of a proposal (“the participants will 
complete…” ® “the participants completed…”) and you can see the positions of will vs. has 
in a graphic representation using tPM’s plots function. 
 
How do I do it? 
If you want to compare your own thesis with a reference corpus, you can use the search 
box on the Wordlist tools tab to look up one word at a time (clicking the compare button to 
complete the search on both your own thesis and the reference corpus).  If you want to 
compare will with has or this chapter will with this chapter has, you can use the Multiple 
Searches tab.  Perform one search first; then click the A/B button and do the second search. 
 

 
 

 
 

Enter strings of words 
vertically, putting lists of 
words for each slot in a 

different box. 
If you want results of chapter 

and section to be merged, 
enter both words in this box 

separated by a space. 

Click Get Plots to see 
a visual 

representation of 
where these hits 

occur in each text. 

Click the A / B button to send the results to the 
left (A) or right (B) when you click Get Lines. 

This side was 
produced with the 
A/B switch set on B 

(as above) 

This side was 
produced with the 
A/B switch set on A 

(the default) 
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The results of plots will show each chapter (or text), with a vertical line to show the location 
of each hit in the text. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
The plot above was produced using 10 buckets, so each square represents 10% of running 
words of each text.  We can see that “this chapter” has a high density at the beginning of 
Chapter 7, and at the beginnings and ends of chapters overall. 
 
 
 
  

You can control the 
plot display by 

changing settings on 
the Plots tab of the 

Options screen.  This 
can be accessed 
using the main 

hamburger or 蒸笼
menu. 

Buckets are the 
number of divisions 
for the text.  If we 
change it to 10, we 

will have one box for 
each 10% of running 

words. 
We can also make 

the plot lines wider if 
we wish. 
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What does it mean? 
There are different ways of writing the introductions and conclusions of chapters of a thesis.  
My own personal preference is to use will or is to in introductions (this chapter will, the 
purpose of this chapter is to), and then to use has or was to in the conclusions (this chapter 
has shown, this chapter has described, the purpose of this chapter was to).  There are many 
ways to communicate the direction and progression of your thesis, but it is good to try to 
establish a consistent approach.  Clearly, will and has will have a variety of functions in a 
text, but by looking for these words, you may be able to spot future intentions and 
retrospective reminders.   
 
What should I do with the results? 
Ask yourself: 

• Were the expectations raised by will  fulfilled? 
• Have I used will for something I wrote in a proposal and forgotten to change it for 

the final dissertation? 
• Are the ways I have signalled what is coming up and what has just been discussed 

clear and consistent? 
• Are my introductions and conclusions of chapters or sections overly formulaic?  (I am 

guilty of this too, but it is something to reflect on!) 
 
 
3.6 Corpus statistics and other wordlists (average word, sentence and paragraph 
lengths; measures of language complexity; vocabulary profiling) 
 
What does it do? 
You can generate a range of different kinds of statistics to get insights into the language of 
your thesis.  You can see the average lengths of words, sentences, and paragraphs in each 
of your chapters and in the thesis as a whole.  You can also see statistics based on the 
range of different vocabulary.  For example, you can see the Type-Token Ratio (different 
word forms divided by total running words) and the percentage of words matching the 
Academic Word List.   
 
How do I do it? 
As you may want to compare the statistics for your thesis against the baseline of a reference 
corpus, you should think about which reference corpus to use first.  For readymade corpora 
(from the online server) you could use BNC: Academic or a Hindawi corpus for a specialist 
academic discipline.  If you want to use the DIY corpus of your sources as a reference 
corpus, you need to have loaded that first. You can save and load DIY corpora from the 
Corpus Files tab. 
 
To view statistics about the average lengths of words, sentences and paragraphs, and 
several other statistics related Type-Token Ratio, simply click the Show File List button on 
the Corpus Files tab under DIY Tools. 
 
You will be prompted to decide whether you want the statistics to show a comparison with a 
readymade Online Corpus or a second DIY corpus (if you have loaded one).  The option for 
MTTR (Moving Type Token Ratio) only takes a few additional seconds.   
 
Note: MTTR is based on a method called MATTR – see the tPM Help Selected Bibliography 
available from https://www.theprimemachine.net/help.html for a link. 
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To get a summary of matches on various wordlists (including the Academic Word List), you 
can click the Get Wordlist Stats button on the Wordlist Tools tab.  It is also possible to get 
these statistics for your DIY corpus on a text by text basis (i.e. one chapter at a time) or on 
a category basis and those buttons are on the Corpus File tab under Selected Text and 
Selected Category respectively. 
 
 

    
 
If you have a second DIY corpus loaded as a reference corpus, you will be prompted to 
confirm whether you want to use the online readymade corpus (e.g. BNC: Academic) or 
your second DIY corpus as a reference.   
 
For the Wordlist Stats function, you need to be connected to the tPM server as the wordlist 
from your DIY corpus will be sent to the server to check each item against the various 
wordlists held there. 
 
If you use a second DIY corpus as a reference corpus, two tables of results will be 
generated: one table with your thesis compared against the baselines of the second DIY 
corpus, and one table with the second DIY corpus compared against the baselines of your 
thesis. 
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What does it mean? 
The results from Show File List are displayed on a very wide table. 
 

 
 
 

         
 
 

 

You may need to 
resize some columns 

The total token 
count includes 
punctuation! 

TTR is affected by the length of 
the text, so STTR and MTTR 

are more reliable. 

There are a lot of 
columns, so you can 
hide some using a  

double-click or long 
tap. 

The table below was 
created by unticking 

several columns. 
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The results of the Wordlist Statistics are sorted using a log-likelihood statistic, showing how 
the matches in your thesis stand out from the results of the reference corpus (in this 
example the BNC: Academic). 
 

 
 
 
TTR is calculated by taking all the different words (types) and dividing by the number of 
running words (tokens).  Texts where there is a high repetition of the same words will have 
a TTR closer to zero.  Texts with a wider variety of words will be closer to 1.  However, TTR 
is influenced by the overall text length, so it is more meaningful to look at blocks of text and 
then take the average of those blocks.  STTR breaks each chapter of your thesis into blocks 
of 400 words and measures the TTR for each block and then takes the average of those 
blocks.  MTTR is similar, but it uses many more blocks, as the blocks are a moving window 
of 400 words.  MTTR will be more accurate if there are sections of the text which are less 
rich than others.  However, in many cases you will find STTR and MTTR are very similar.  
Typically, we would expect formal academic writing (like a thesis) to have a STTR and MTTR 
of just under 0.5.  We can see in the table on the previous page that most chapters of my 
thesis have a STTR matching that figure.  Perhaps Chapter 1 and Chapter 7 are a little 
lower.  Chapter 1 was my shortest chapter and had the usual repetitive language about the 
structure of the thesis.  Chapter 7 will have had several graphs and tables, and this may 
have affected the results too. 
 
The second table on the previous page shows statistics based on average sentence length, 
paragraph length and word length.  The figures for sentences and paragraphs will depend 
on how well tPM has been able to recognise sentences and paragraph breaks.  If you have 
loaded DOCX files (as in my example) it is possible that some breaks counted in tPM as 
paragraphs will actually be bullet points, captions, and data from tables.  It would be 
possible for you to edit out tables and captions on a copy of your thesis before you load it.  
Or you can bear these limitations in mind while you review these data. 
 
Looking at the first three chapters of my thesis – chapters with fewer graphs and tables – 
we can see that my average sentence length is rather longer than those in published 
academic texts.  My paragraph lengths are similar to the reference corpus.  Word lengths 
are also fairly similar.   
 
If you have longer sentences (like me), you might consider trying to break some sentences 
down to help the reader follow your message.  If you have shorter sentences, it could be 
that you could try to combine more ideas or add details to express ideas more precisely.   
  

My thesis seems to use 
modals more frequency 
than general academic 

texts. 
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The Wordlist Statistics can help you see to what extent your thesis matches or contrasts 
with the baselines of the reference corpus.  Typical features of academic texts would include 
higher proportions from the Academic Word List (but typically only between 5% and 10%) 
and lower proportions of first and second person pronouns. 
 
 
What should I do with the results? 
 
The statistics are just statistics… they can’t tell you if it is good writing and you don’t need 
to try to make your thesis match the baselines of your reference corpus.  However, they 
may give you some useful starting points to help you when you re-read your thesis closely 
to revise it, or to discuss with your supervisor. 
 
To find out more about these wordlists, you can find information on the Wordlists tab under 
Research Tools.  It is also possible to use some of these shorter wordlists in DIY corpus 
searches.  Some wordlists are too long to be used in this way, however. 
 

 
 
After clicking the copy button, you’ll be taken to the Multiple Searches tab under DIY Tools 
and you will see a special box appear inside the Node word(s) search box.  You can move 
this up and down to other slots, so you can also use these shorter wordlists in combination 
with other words (e.g. this + modal). 
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For some of the background to these methods and approaches, please see the tPM Help 
Selected Bibliography available from https://www.theprimemachine.net/help.html. 
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